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US/European Wrap

 
 Risk-on sen�ment prevailed with taper talk s�ll center-stage, which helped the S&P and DJIA
set another record high. The market digested a CPI report which, in the end was pre�y much
spot on; the overall rate was expected (0.5% MoM, 5.4% YoY), while the core was only slightly
lower (0.4%, 4.3%).
The “infla�on isn’t transitory” camp will point to the fact that this is the 3rd print above 5%
with annual rates remaining s�cky at 13yr highs, while the “transitory” camp highlighted that
certain items (airfares, used car sales) retreated. Overall, the market has been guided by
recent Fed speak to give more credence to the labor market as the main goalposts for a 2021
taper, vs infla�on metrics.
S�ll, the kneejerk reac�on to the CPI was enough for US$ to fail again at triple top (DXY at 93-
93.50) and weaken which allowed for gold to float up toward and through $1750. This is
counterintui�ve as there was nothing in the CPI/infla�on report to really delay any taper
message into 2021.
Pla�num was the intraday winner, bo�oming out sub $1000 and sourcing physical supporters;
the explosion earlier this week at an Eskom power plant was cited but power issues have not
been a key driver of price ac�on for years now (unless pla�num is about to break up/out).
Silver seems to be en�cing in producer selling as it remains rela�vely suppressed vs Gold,
below $24, while Palladium remains contained above $2600.
WTI rebounded and is almost back up through $70/bbl, ironically just as the White House (and
Biden) urged urges OPEC+ to pump more oil (above the current 400k b/d monthly hikes the
cartel is already implemen�ng) as high gasoline prices are perhaps the one (only?) headwind
US consumers are facing…
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Although the informa�on in this report has been obtained from and is based upon sources MKS believes to be reliable,
we do not guarantee its accuracy and it may be incomplete or condensed. All opinions and es�mates cons�tute MKS'
judgment as of the date of this report and are subject to change without no�ce. This report is for informa�onal
purposes only and is not intended as investment advice, offer or solicita�on for the purchase or sale of an investment.
This report does not consider or take into account the investment objec�ves or financial situa�on of a par�cular party.
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